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Important Inputs and Stability Percentages



Progress

This week we started messing with the customizable options in RACIPE. 
This includes the likes of  the number of  models generated, the range of  
the Hill coefficient, and random initial values for the ODEs. We chose to 
simulate TS2SA, the toggle switch with two self-activating edges, because it 
exhibits the most interesting behavior and the highest levels of  stability of  
the three toggle switch motifs. Since we found the exact DSGRN 
percentages last week (based on essential parameters and their neighbors), 
we spent this week affecting the RACIPE simulations with customized 
values and ranges chosen by Konstantin and Marcio. We also made tables in 
which we varied the number of  models generated and the Hill coefficient 
range.



Essential Nodes and Their Neighbors



Results for Toggles Switches



RACIPE TS2SA Simulations
(Euler ODE solver)



What’s Next?

We will now analyze the data (the percentages) generated and generate the final table, 
which will include the RK45 solver and more. There are already some observable 
trends in some of  the stabilities with the increasing of  the Hill coefficient range (where 
the range is set to a fixed number). We will consider the impact of  factors like the Hill 
coefficient range and the number of  models generated. Additionally, the running times 
of  the simulations were recorded, so we can include those too. In general, we want to 
consider the range of  models that can be input, computational cost, time cost, and 
more factors when comparing DSGRN and RACIPE. These percentages as well as the 
time data should be quite useful for generating the final table.
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